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Dubai: A Bridge Over Mortgaged Waters 



Executive Summary 

• An in-depth analysis of Dubai mortgage activity reveals a two tiered market trajectory. Sales transactions have continued to 
decline, whereas mortgage activity is continued to grow. Mortgage activity as a percentage of sales activity accounts for 55%, 
doubling over the last 7 years. This structural shift is mirroring mature markets such as US and UK, where the cash sales only 
account for 30-40% of all transactions. Moreover, we opine this shift has resulted in further cooling the market as time taken to 
conclude a transaction has lengthened. In cash transactions properties typically transfer between 15-30 days, whereas in 
mortgage-backed transactions, it can take between 30-60 days due to the regulatory procedures.  
 

• A break-down of mortgage activity by apartments and villas, reveals that the former has a much higher percentage of mortgage 
activity compared to the latter. In the villa space mortgages account for more than total sales, signaling that owners have started 
to refinance their houses to extract liquidity. Moreover, it is empirically observed domestically as well as internationally that 
there is a positive correlation between ticket sizes and mortgage activity, and this has been evidenced in Dubai as well, where 
the average ticket price for villas is 2.5x that of apartments.  
 

• In the apartment space a dissection of mortgage activity be developer type, reveals that GSD (Government Sponsored 
Developer) accounted for 60% of activity in 2013. However, this relationship has inverted in recent years, where private sector 
developments account for the majority. This inversion can be attributed towards banks becoming more comfortable to lend to 
private sector developments and home-owners becoming more comfortable in purchasing these products. A drill down of 
mortgages by community reveals that in recent years, mortgage activity in mid income communities such as JVC and IMPZ have 
surpassed historically favored developed communities such as JLT and Marina. This indicates a shift in buying preferences which 
has been fueled by access to bank finance and lower price points.  
 

• In the office space we can witness that mortgages have climbed steadily, indicating not only a changing capital structure but also 
a steadily rising demand even as cash sales have decreased on account of the market cooling off. 
 

• Despite concerns about the level of mortgage activity after the Central Bank imposed curbs in 2014, data suggests that 
mortgage demand has remained robust, indicating both a ready availability of bank finance as well a steady demand profile 
indicating a mature market price cycle.  
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“Errors using inadequate data are much less than those using no data at all” -            
Charles Babbage 

Macro: Mortgage and Sales Activity 



An overview of transactional activity by sales and mortgage transactions, reveals a two tiered market trajectory. Sales transactions have 
continued to decline, whereas mortgage activity is continued to experience growth. Mortgage activity as a percentage of sales activity 
accounts for 55%, doubling over the last 7 years. This new structure has shifted towards more mature markets such as US and UK, where 
the cash sales only account for 30-40% of all transactional activity.  
 
Moreover the steady increase in mortgage transactions and the decline of cash sales has caused transactional activity to decline due to 
the decrease in velocity. Cash transactions typically close in 15-30 days, whereas mortgage transactions because of the formalities 
required (i.e. valuation, NOC from the bank) take longer to close 30-60 days. This increase in timeline has further softened the market 
decreasing the speed of transferring properties.  

Source: REIDIN 

City-Wide Mortgage and Sales Activity 

City-Wide: Mortgage to Sales (2010 - 2016) City-Wide: Sales and Mortgage Activity Year on Year Change 
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A break-down of mortgage activity by apartments and villas, reveals that the former has a much higher percentage of mortgage activity 
compared to the latter. In the villa space mortgages account for more than total sales, signaling that owners have started to refinance 
their houses to extract liquidity. Moreover, it is empirically observed domestically as well as internationally that there is a positive 
correlation between ticket sizes and mortgage activity, and this has been evidenced in Dubai as well, where the average ticket price for 
villas is 2.5x that of apartments.  
 
In the apartment space, mortgage activity has exhibited a steady rise as well, indicating new ownership at the mid income levels as 
access to bank financing has increased.  

Source: REIDIN 

Apartment and Villas Mortgage and Sales Activity 

Apartments: Mortgage to Sales (2010 - 2016) 

Source: REIDIN 

Villas: Sales and Mortgage Activity Year on Year Change 
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A dissection of transactional activity by developer type (government or private) reveals a paradigm shift. Historically the  majority of 
mortgages were transpiring in projects by government sponsored developers, however, this relationship has inverted in recent years. We 
opine that the reason for this shift is twofold. Firstly, banks have become more comfortable to lend to private sector developments. 
Secondly, home-owners, have become more comfortable in purchasing private sector developments. The two variables have been 
symbiotic in nature which has led to mortgage activity in the private sector developers increasing significantly, crossing that of 
government sponsored developers in 2016. 

Source: REIDIN 

Mortgages in the Apartment space by Developer 

Mortgages in Apartments by Developer 

Source: REIDIN 

Mortgages in Apartments by Developer as % of Total  
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“Occurrences in this domain are beyond the reach of exact prediction because of the variety 
of factors in operation, not because of any lack of order in nature” -. Albert Einstein 

Mortgage Activity by Community 



The above graph reveals the ratio of mortgage to sales by community from 2010-2016. What we see is that in recent years, mortgage 
activity in mid income communities such as JVC and IMPZ have surpassed historically favored developed communities such as JLT and 
Marina. This indicates a shift in buying preferences which has been fueled by access to bank finance.  

Source: REIDIN 

Sales and Mortgages in the Apartment Space by Community 

Mortgages to Sales by Community (2010-2016) 
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A time-series analysis of the mortgage to sales ratio, reveals that in most communities it has doubled or more in the last 6 years. 
Whilst trophy end developments like Palm Jumeirah and Downtown have the highest incidence of mortgages, we observe that there 
has been an across the board increase in mortgage financing; moreover the year over year rates of change in most communities have 
increased.   

Source: REIDIN 

Sales and Mortgages in the Apartment Space 

Mortgages to Sales by Community  Year-wise 
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Within the villa space we can see that Arabian Ranches has the highest mortgage to sales ratio followed by Springs & 
Meadows and Jumeirah Park. It is the incidence of mortgages in Jumeirah Park that illustrates the changing structure of the 
market; being the newest community, mortgage levels have virtually equaled to those of Emirates Living.  

Source: REIDIN 

Sales and Mortgages in the Villa Space by Community 

Mortgages to Sales by Community (2010-2016) 
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A time series analysis of the mortgage to sales ratio reveals that all communities have trended higher with the majority of sales being 
financed. Jumeirah Park, which started off as an investor product with a low mortgage to sales ratio has moved into nearly all finance 
sales. This indicates that mortgage demand continues to increase across a cross section of villa communities over time, with the 
sharpest rate of incline being in Jumeirah Park. 

Source: REIDIN 

Sales and Mortgages in the Villa Space 

Mortgages to Sales by Community (2010-2016) 
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”Commerce is a game of skill which everyone cannot play and a few can play well” –   
Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Office Space: Mortgage and Sales Activity 



In the office space, we see a similar trend to that in the residential space. Mortgages activity has also trended upwards from 2011, where 
as sales dropped from 2013. The continued growth in mortgage activity is a sign that existing companies are continuing to grow and or 
new companies are being formed. Furthermore, it highlights not only the changing capital structure of the office real estate space in 
favor of leverage, but also a normalization of the market towards international buying patterns. This then sets the stage for securitization 
of mortgage backed products.  

Source: REIDIN 

Dubai Office Space has had Steady Rate of Mortgage Activity  

Dubai Offices: Mortgage to Sales (2010 - 2016) 

Source: REIDIN 
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An in-depth analysis of the office space in JLT and Business Bay reveals that mortgage activity in both communities have increased 
steadily over the last six years, even as cash sales have decreased on account of the market cooling down. This indicates a steady 
demand pattern that has gradually increased in appetite as company formation activity has increased.  

Source: REIDIN 

A Closer look into Business Bay and JLT Office Space  

Business Bay: Mortgage to Sales (2010 – 2016) 

Source: REIDIN 

JLT: Mortgage to Sales (2010 – 2016) 
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Conclusions 

Macro: Mortgage to Sales Transactional Activity 
A Community-wise Break down of Mortgage to 

Sales 

 
Mortgage activity as a 
percentage of sales activity 
accounts for 55%, doubling 
over the last 7 years 

In the office space, we see a 
similar trend to that in the 
residential space. Mortgages 
activity has also trended 
upwards from 2011, where as 
sales dropped from 2013. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

A break down of transactional activity reveals 
sales transactions have continued to decline, 
whereas mortgage activity has continued to grow 
in the last 2 years. This structural shift is mirroring 
mature markets such as US and UK, where the 
cash sales only account for 30-40% of all 
transactions.  
 
This shift has added to the slowing the pace of 
the property market as time to close a 
transaction has elongated. Typically, cash sales 
take 15-30 days, but mortgages take between 30-
60 days due to the regulatory requirements and 
involvements of banks.  
 
 

In recent years in the apartment space, mortgage 
activity in mid-income communities such as JVC 
and IMPZ have surpassed historically favored 
developed communities such as JLT and Marina. 
This indicates a shift in buying preferences which 
has been fueled by access to bank finance.  
 
Whereas in the villa space, Jumeirah Park, which 
started off as an investor product with a low 
mortgage to sales ratio has moved into nearly all 
finance sales.  This indicates that mortgage 
demand continues to increase across a cross 
section of villa communities over time, with the 
sharpest rate of incline being in Jumeirah Park. 
 
 

In the office space, we see a similar trend to that 
in the residential space. Mortgages activity has 
also trended upwards from 2011, where as sales 
dropped from 2013. The continued growth in 
mortgage activity is a sign that existing 
companies are continuing to grow and or new 
companies are being formed. 
 
Furthermore, it highlights not only the changing 
capital structure of the office real estate space in 
favor of leverage, but also a normalization of the 
market towards international buying patterns. 
This then sets the stage for securitization of 
mortgage backed products.  
 
 
 

Office Space: Mortgage to Sales Transactional 
Activity 

Conclusion 

Despite concerns being raised regarding central 
Bank curbs on mortgages that came into effect in 
2014, mortgage demand across the board has 
increased steadily, indicating not only access to 
bank finance, but also a more mature price cycle in 
line with international markets. 
 
We opine that the trend of mortgage financing will 
continue to increase steadily, despite headwinds 
such as the strong US Dollar and other exogenous 
factors, indicating resilient underlying demands.  
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company focusing on emerging markets.  
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Our Aspiration and Motto 

“No barrier can withstand the strength of purpose” 
 

HH General Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
The Ruler of Dubai and Prime Minister of UAE 


